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Students mostly neg ative
on W.right Statlbn change
by Susan Opt
Return ing student s this
quarter who roam Wright State's
food facilities, found a major
change in the Wright Station.
Gone were the floo.r-to-ceiling,
red and blue partitio ns which
blockad ed everyo ne's view.
In5tead, the partitions have been
reduced to shoulder height and
repainted orange.
·One student' noted the shock
of beiµg able to see people when
he first entered the re-decor ated
Wright Station.
Gone t oo were the familiar fire
engine pictures and plaques. T he
walls {iow feature mod art work
in shades of green, yellow , and
orange. ,
. Fin~ll-y , Wright Station is t o
"lose it"s name as 50on as a ne.w
:0'ne.· is pieked ip a contest being
h~ld to ~enai:he. it.
Student ·· reaction s have been
varied ·b u t seem to lean toward
the :p.egat:ive concerni ng the
. change. T he coler scheme seems
to b e the maior disagreement.
"'As ~ one- ..stug ent · put it , "the
color. scheme is revolting , not

A

very peaceful."
Another felt that tl)e eolors
were not very Ji>l~~sifig but were
probably suitable- for · school
colors. He also added he thought
it was a waste to repaint WT1ght
Station.
"A display of garbage," was
another stu dent's react ion.
"There's just somet hing about
the colors, it's hard to explain.
Maybe they should be a bit more
conservative."
.
Even o ne student "Yho liked
the new set -up admitted _that the
new color scheme wasn't too
swift ."
· In comparison t o the old
Wright Station. ar:rangement,
most students asked felt it didn't
get much bettef .
One student, coiih nented, "l
didn't like it b~fore and my
o pinion a ho ut it hasn't
changed ."
''It went from no ·good to no
good,'' was anot her reaction .
"Don't really care and it 's not
much better t han befOr~_,'' was
remarked by a few students.
[Continu ed o n page 2 }

Board aff irm s Ins tru cto rs' dismissal
be

involved in
the board's

The board sees t he issues as:
- Did the English departm ent
have the right to estabtish a
maxim um period o f
employm ent for .a group of fu.lly
affiliated faculty that wa$ l~ss
than the maximu m established
by the university?
/""
- Was the three year poiicy
established within the:trad itio'nal
pro ce dures for · establishing ·
p r omotio n , ~tenur ~ , and '
retention policies? ·
- Did the instructo rs accept
positions as instructo rs fully
aware t hat they were not
"career" or permane nt positio µs
and they would not likely be
consider ed for promoti on and
tenure?
- Was the Affirmative Action.
Plan viol a t ed by t he

establish ment of a three year that overall hiring and firing
policy?
policy (as o pposed to individual
The hearing board, . In its . hiring and firing) \'.\'as always the
opinion, concluded t hat the legitima te business of PT&R
periods listed in ,t he faculty comm ittees~ but, cqncluded that
handboo k are max imums and .it w'as in this, case.
that notice of dismissal may be
The,-b oard ,alsp conclude d that
given at any tim~ within. _tne i~truct~t~ . were . aware of the
$pecified period.
l:u;ite<i ,'nature of their contract s
T hey also concluded that the ·hefot e .. t hey a~ cepted them and
p0licy was " adopted by a du~y subs ·e q uent chang e to a ·
constitu ted Promoti on, Tenure · "cont inuing -contract " did not
and Retentio n committ ee."
change t heir status as instructo rs
"The poli cy .. . was duly hir~ for a limited period of
adopted ," ~xplained -Nichols on, time.
"the p r oc edure that was
The report said that the action
followed was legitimat e."
by the English departm ent, "is
..
Nicholson emphasiz ed that the not p er se a violat ion of the
hearing board was _not saying Affirµi ative Ac t io n Plan,
_

~ctress

gives per for ma nce at

wsu_

by T racey Jayne""Th ompsem
Viveca Lintlfo; s vy,ill app~ar in
I A ni A Woman ~t the concert
hall of .the Cr eative Arts Center,
Saturday , April." 12, at 8 ~ pm.
Admissio n ·i~ 'titee. , ;.
I' A.m A. W&man is a, cav.alcade
· of 36 women ~ fr.om ·Shaw to
Brecht. Lindfors· has ~ppeaited in
about fifty movies, amo:qg them,
The Damned, Night Unto Night,
Weddings and Babies, and The
Stronger.
She has also appeared in over
fifty plays, some of which were,

b~ildings to be~ k~pt at m inirrium ..
ma intenanc e •levelS, if · th~y
needed to be cooled at all.
Employees ·wm still work 40
hours a we·ek, with the
Unviersity open from 7: 30 am
to 6 : 00 pm Monday to
Thursda y.
Elenore Ko ch, Executive
D irect or

.o f
S t u d e nt
Adminis trative Services, said
that "no classe.s will be affect ed
except for special w or~ shops .
and classes such as science labs.
Regular classes, such as English
[Continu ed on,-page 31

although co ntinued depende nce
on hiring m inority faculty
members only at the instructo r
rank would be inconsis tent w ith
the goal of im.,,.roving the status
of women and racial minoriti es
at Wright State University.'·'
The report. ~ugg~ts race _c;lin:d
t enure of English Irtstrµ?t 0rs not
be c0nsidered ··as ev1idence of
complain ce w,ith th~ ,Affirmative
Action plan.
" You could have a policy as
they have it ," explained
Nicholso n, "withou t in any way
a f f e c t i n g A f f i rm a t iv e
Action .. ."
"You have to ask yourself
whether or not each of tlrese
.[Contin ued on page 21

Anasta s i a~

ViueeaJ And f ors , .,

M o ther

Courage,

Dance of Death and Miss Ju}ie.
Lind fors· entered the Royal
Dramati c Theatre when she was
16 and w as app,e aring in Swedish
[Continu:e6 0 r 1 page 2-l
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Instructor d ism issa I affirmed

from the old policy of renewing
[Continued from page 1]
(issues) is or isn't a relevant issue instructors on a year-to-year
in deciding the case." Nicholson ba s is (with not ices Qf
said some on the board felt "the n o n- renewal given every
case didn't turn on that issue." December and actual decisions
In summarizing its opinion the on rehiring made in June).
hearing board stated, "the "We're not recommending that
English department had the right you go back to that entirely," he
. to establish a policy" limiting said explaining that differences
term of employment, but the would . depend on how the
policy "should have been made change was enacted. "Maybe if
clear by using a special written you go back to the original ·
contract" specifying precisely
appr_o ach with some procedural
the nature of the position.
changes it might be more
The report affirms the right of acceptable."
the department to make a
A number of the English
decision not to renew contracts,
Instructors reacted to the report
but states that although it does
negatively. "I just don't think
not advocate making the
it's a strongly stated document,"
positions like other ones open to
said Marion Polzella. "It pays lip
·promotion and ·tenure, "we
service to a .lot of points we
believe that the department
made, but does it in a way that
should have the right to consider
allows he department and the
any individual for continued
administration to do what they
employment."
were going to do anyway."
The report suggests the English
Coral Barbarini agreed. "It's
department change the
wishy-washy. I read in it a
contract" only to the ex'tent
cursory· slapping of the hands of
that the department may
the English department and the
WSU's TV station is uirtu.~lly defunct until new equipment can b,e set . consider at any time whether to
administration."
up. {..~lien Wilganowski photo]
renew or not to renew an
What the result .of the report
individual instructor.' s contract."
will be in uncertain. The due
"We are suggesting that it is a
process hearing board presented
wiser course to treat people 'on
its report to Dr John Murray,
[Continued from page 1]
and studied under people such as an individual basis," said
Vice-Provost for Academic
films and theatre at 19. At 25 Lee Strasberg.
Nicholson. He suggested that the
Affairs who issued a memo
she sig_n ed a contract with the
She has won the New York English departmetn "make it
stating "the university
City of Angels, California for
Drama League award, the Berlin clear that it is a special
administration concurs in this
five years. She then moved to
Festival award, and the contract," and each year
report."
New York, where she performed
Vasaordern from the King of considers the instructors for a
According to Murray this
in on and off Broadway plays Sweden.
new special contract.
means the administration
___ _
.
Nicholson differentiated this
accepts the recommendations of

the board.
"There .was,, on l Y one
reco~mend at1on, ~id Murray,
refemng to the aff1rmation of
th e d ism is s al and the
recommend atio n f or
consideratio for rehiring. He said
other points in the report were
not recommendations and did
not need a response from the
administration. Nich olson
confirmed that was the
int er pretation given the
recommendations when the
board presen ted them to
Murray.
What this means for the
instructors is uncertain.
''It's almost assumed by
everyone that the department
isn't going to retain anyone," '
said Polzella.
Murray claims the Promotion
and Tenure committee of the
E~g lish
department would
reconsider the instructors if they
applied. Barberini said this is
meaningless because "there are
no slots for next year. "
According to Dr Robert
Correale, chairer of the English
department, "what we have
done so far is advertised for
PhD's." He claims no comment
on whethe~ the Instructors
would be consid ered for
rehiring, "I'm still discussing the
hearing board report with the
tenured faculty.

Lindfors in performance
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Freshmen who missed the opportunity to
enroll in Army ROTC when they · started
~ollege may still participate through
the ROTC Compression Program.

t
t
t

t

The Compression Program allows a stu
dent to double up (take 2 ROTC cours.es
at the same time) or take ROTC courses
in summer school.

t

t

Army ROTC affords you the oppo rtunity
to obtain a commission as a second lieu
tenanb in the Army at the same time you
are getting your degree, and that dou- _
bles your Professional opportunities .
You can pursue either a c ivilian car~er
or serve as an officer.

t
t
t
t
t

t·
t•

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call Cpt. Cassell at, 229-3326 or
write the Professor of Military Science, US Army ROTC
Instructor Group, Dept. of Military Science, University
of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469.

t
t
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. Army ROTC. _ The more you look at.it, the better it looks.

t
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[Continued from page 1 ]
The students who felt the
re-decoration was a positive
improvement gave the main
reason as being one could ~
faces since the partitions had
been shortened.
"You don't have to walk
through a ma z e to find
someone," explained a student.
A·noth er person said the
cut-down partitions made Wright
Station more congenial and
more amiable.
But they agreed the color
scheme could be revised :
Student Caucus requests that
all Wright State students please
fill out and return the faculty
course evaluations that they
received with their grades.
Please mail them with the
enclosed envelope or drop them
off at 033 Univ Center.

FAIRBORN'

CAMERA
---~ -
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NIKON

lpENTAX
VIVITAR
MINOLTA
OLYMPUS

CANON
KO NICA
MAM I YA

Quality Equipment
at Discount Price

Trades Welcome

Complete

Darkroom
supplies

Campus Happen ings
mo nday, april 7
german club- millett lobby, university center lobby, 9 am-3
pm. booze raffle, tickets o n sale all week; 5/$1. first prize
three fifths ( canad ian club, rum, vodka), second prize three
bottles german wine, th ird prize two six-packs coors.
drawing april 14th.
veterans educational organization-118 millett, 3:00 pm.
regular meeting open to all students (veteran or
non-veteran) and faculty.
society for the advancement of manageny.ent--dr constable's
office, ~67b allyn~ anytime until april 16th. forms available
for operation insight, project to have members visit area
business of their own choosing to achieve better
understanding of career they plan. forms also available on
sam bulletin board, third floor allyn. deadline for returning
applications april 16th. any student welcome to join sam.
tuesday, april 8
physics seminar-206 fawcett, 11:30 am. "a study of
anistorphy in the speed of light," dr lewis fulscher, dept of
physics, bowling green state u niversity
wednesday, april 9
eco-action- brehm lab, 12: 30 pm. meeting to plan for earth
week.
center for law and graduate school advising- 465 allyn,
9:30-11:00 am. prof charles davis, assoc dean of the grad
school and director of the mba program, miami university ,
will talk to students interested· in an mba or ma in
economics. for information call bob wood , ex t 1275.
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biomedical engineering seminar- 206 fawcett, 12 noon.
"the primate as a model for the human skeletal system
during impact studies," dr leon kazarlan, researcher at
wpafb .
thursday, _april 10
center for law and graduate school advising-337 allyn,
9:00 am-3:00 pm. prof david fuente, case western reserve
university, will be interviewing students for graduate study
in management. no particular undergraduate program is
required. for information call bob wood ext 1275.
spanish club-124 millett, 2:00-4:00 pm. first meeting of
quarter. calendar of events discussed. scrabble.
sunday, april 13
auto sports club-k lot, 8: 30 am. greater dayton autocross
championship. registration is at 8: 30, $3.50 members,
$6.00 guests.
monday, april 14
art exhibit- experimental gallery, creative arts center, 9
am-4 pm. suitcase: bernard, by lewis d bernard jr. runs
through april 20.
tuesday, april 15
university center board- oelman auditorium, 4 : 30 pm.
alpha omega players, under the direction of drexel h riley
performing mark twain's "the diary of adam and eve." no
admission charge.
physics seminar-206 fawcett, 11: 30 am. "the wright state
university van de graaff accelerator and some things we can
do wit h it. " dr samuel ling, wsu dept of physics.

Four day work week 'in' for this summer

Caucus
meeu
Student Caucus Frida y
sponsored a meeting of student
o rganizations where th e
organizations discussed commo n
problems they had in fulfilling
their objectives.
Communication with the
student was considered a main
problem by many of the
representatives of the
organizations, which included
over 30 people.
The organizations discussed
arranging a newsletter of campus
events and ways to improve their
communication with students
through the Guardian.
Discussion . also centered
around Inter-Club Council and
Caucus' individual roles in
establishing communication and
in fulfilling the objectives of
each organization.
A meeting was tentatively
app r oved for next month,
although details of its scheduling
still have to be worked out
between Caucus and perhaps
Inter-club Council.

[Continued from page 1]
$5.32 or more per hour, will be at t he rat e of time and a half for mu st be taken within 30
will not be affected ." All classes granted compensatory time off the hours worked. Time off calendar days of the holiday.
will be held on Monday through
Thursday with none on Friday.
Western Ohio Branch Campus,
Koch said, has notified Wright
State that they would also
adhere to the hours announced
by Wright State. However, the
" '
Library, Kettering Center, Piqua
Resident Credit Center, and the
School of Medicine had not yet
announced their hours. Kpch
:iid she did not k now the exact
hours of operation for bu ildings
such as the University Center,
although they would probably
keep the same hours as the rest
of the University.
State holidays, Friday, July 4
and Monday , September 1, will
entitle fu 11 time classified
employees to eight hours of pay
'regardless of the employee's
work shift and work schedule.
However, to avoid incurring
extra expenses that would offset
money saved by the three-day
Weekend , the two workweeks
that include the holidays have
been adjusted.
June 28 to July 4 will have
daily hours of 7: 30 am to 4: 00
AT THAT SPEED, THE 477 PAGES COME ACROSS WITH MORE IMPACT THAN THE MOVIE.
Pill Monday through Thursday.
August 30 to September 5 will
IN LIVING BLOOD, YOU MIGHT SAY .
Imagine what this ability can do for students . At 1000
be 7:30 am to 4:00 pm Tuesday
retentio n'
words per minute (thats three times fa ster than you
through Friday.
If there ever was a time to do something about this.
read l . Evelyn Wood graduate s can devour a text
Wright State will be closed on
ifs now .
book :11-.e Hofstadtler"s ·· American Political Tradition ·
Monday, September 1.
and wrap up each chapter 1n 11 minut es.
Oon·t goof away anothe r day'
Full-time classified employees
This means instead of spend ing 800 hours a year
P. S . If you think thi s is another advertising con-job.
t ill be paid for 40 hours even
reading - that" s what a college freshm an does - an
take a free introducto ry lesson and settle it once and
Evelyn Wood graduate spends 170 ho urs . Without
lhougti they will work 32 hours
for all Find o ut 1f w e ·ve pu ll ed the w ool over 500. 000
any drop in com prehension' Wit hout any drop 1n
gradu ates· eyes .
or we reall y do have something .
turing the two workweeks
• hich cont ain h o l idays .
Cla~ified employees who must
on the holidays will receive
e and a , half, or if they earn
~

IT SOUNDS INCREDIBLE

BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ THE GODFATHER IN 64 MINUTES

:k

SAN
F RANCISCO
(l1PI)-Officials of the First
~ongregational Church are
OOking for a safecracker.
G8\U'glars . trying to get the
OOd Friday tithe · of several
thousand dollars broke off the
:inbination lock of the safe and
tie frustration tried to remove
.... safe's hinges before fleeing
"llpty-handed
''We'll have to hunt around for
~ IOOd safecracker to get the
.:..._~ey ," said assistant church
~rer, Mary Hutchens.

Come to your free intr oducto ry lesson!
You'll ·inerea se your rea ding speed
50 to 100% on the spot!
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, AND THURSDAY
4 PM OR 8 PM AT THE IMPERIAL HOUSE SOUTH
1-75 AND ROUTE 725

~

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute

Guar dian

OP IN IO N
Still worried

Although we"" are glad that the administr a
tion has decided not to build those $18,000
signs of theirs, we wonder why they spent
over $1,000 to commissio n the design and to
build that godawful mock-up?
We also are disturbed by one comment of
one of the administ rators, who said it only
was a proposal anyway.
Some proposal. It cost over 1,000 bucks.
Such fiscal mismanage ment makes us wonder
what other waste of funds the administr ation
has created. They surely haven't wasted money
on student activitie s.
C'mon, people. Let's quit playing these
stupid games with the student's tuition and
the taxpayer 's money. And cut out the per
sonality squables which let
an administr a
tor bypass the universi ty's regular design
makers who probably could have come up with
a better, more aesthetic design for a lot less
money.

Stuck in middle

Presiden t Gerald Ford's comment in his
recent tax rebate speech that he felt large
rebates should be given to the middle income
people demonstr ates the great problem he
has in discernin g definitio ns.
By his definitio n, middle income people
are those which earn over $25,000. He ob
viously hasn't taken a look at the recent
figures on what salary the largest amount of
people make.
By this definitio n, the middle income
people are thos who earn between $7,000
and $15,000.
At any rate, when the economy is bad, the
people who make the least money are the ones
who suffer the most. They need the rebate for
essentia ls, sue~ as food and clothing. But
then, Ford doesn't have to worry about
things like that-- he 1can get what he needs
without having to worny sick over it.
· If Ford is so concerned about the budget's
huge deficit, then let Congress cut out
non-esse ntials like the CIA's covert activ
ities or the non-nucle ar arms which the
military keeps throwing away after five
years of non-use.
Or he could ask for cuts in the tax loop
holes which let Ford's friends like Nelson
Rockefel ler pay less than their fair share.
But don't take away the food and clothing of
the poor,unle ss genocide has become govern
mental policy.

Mail boxe s help student,s
Student mailboxe s not only seem like a
,fiscally sound idea, but a good idea period.
Their benefit to the budget has al ready been
aptly stated by the universit y administT ation.
To the students, they can be a helpful way
to get better communic ation between indiv
iduals and organiza tions.
Personal communic ation will thus be facil 
itated and enhanced .
We hope students will realize the oppor
tunities which student mailboxes on campus
can provide.
We apprecia te the art departme nt's concern
.
1 ous " captions
.
ab out our "frivo
under pictures
of environm ental art exhibits. We feel how
ever that a frivolous attitude toward art
which some of these exhibits show, deserv~s
a fr~yo~ous comment.

,,

I ,,
Plvtoni VM.

Snyde Comme nts

The hottest thing going
American foreign relations
lately have been, except perhaps
for the tax rebate, the hottest
thing going.
Perhaps the most earth shaking
event has been the Communist
takeover in South Vietnam,
which is sure to come in a few
weeks, months at the o~tside.
The only thing I foresee which
might stop a total Communist
victory is the effort of
moderates in South Vietnam,
who just might be able to gain
some type of coal it ion
government.
However, the int'tansigency of
the corrupt Thieu regime is very
likely to lead to that bloodbath
which everyone keeps talking
about. Some of that bloodbath
is liable to be done by South
Vietnamese troups, who have
already had one or two
outbreaks of killing, raping, and
looting of civilians.
The question remains: Whose
bloodbath will it be? Neither
side seems free. of atrocities, a
fact of war.
A Communist takeover iri
Sou th Vietnam has · been
inevitable for the past twenty
years or more. · The North
Vietnamese leader, Ho Chi Minh,
had been active in a nationalist
movement for Vietnam since the
Japanese occupation of Asia.
With that long of a record of
fighting for nationalist
liberation, it only was inevitable
that the North Vietnamese
government become the victor.
The only thing that would
have stopped them would have
been an American committmen t
of 4 million men, or more.
Mainland Asia isn't worth that
large of a committmen t of
manpower.
Which of course isn't to say
tliat Japan or the South Pacific
isn't.
But then, I can't see China
taking the risk of a naval war, a
war which, if we had spent the

Vietnam war money for our
navy instead, t he Chinese could
not have won.
All this isn't to say that I agree
with the policy of building up
our Armed Forces to gargantua~
proportions. I think it's a waste
of effort.
If the Communists want to try
and attack Japan or the South
Pacific , all we have to do is
threaten them with our nuclear
weapons.
It's a dangerous thing to do,
but the fantastic danger of
nuclear power is a fine deterrant,
as the past has proven.
So the whole problem of our
helping puppet regimes in South
Vietnam comes down to no
more than military stupid.ity and
American conceit, not to
mention imperialism, which has
been an American tradition since
we started running the Indians
out of their own land.
The recent events have been
the culmination of the American
disaster in Southeast Asia.
50,000 men died in vain, not
because we didn't give them
enough military support, but
because we weren't fighting for
the right things. And when a
nation doesn't fight for the right
things, it soon crumbles, just as
the Romans did.
The American intervention in
Asia was a lie fostered upon the
American people, who were
made to think that they were
fighting Nazis instead of
peasants.
Which isn't to say the North
Vietnamese have any claim to
righteousness .
Nationalism was never a high
ideal to Karl Marx. To . Marx,
nationalism often meant
imperialism, colonialism, and
exploitation.
Ever since Lenin, however,
Communis t countries have
-stressed their nationlism. Since
capitalism was so strong, the
Communists had to stress it in

order to get anywhere.
But too often, they have
themselve s used it for
exploitation and monetary gain.
You might as well ask yourself,
who are the capitalists here?
To be Communi st and
Nationalist at the same t ime isa
paradox as is China and Russia\
support of North Vietnam. This
paradox I believe will end in the
destruction of the nat ions who
practice both.
Nationalism in th e 20th
century has been the greatest
cause of fascism and terrorism,
demonstrated largely by World
War II. To let it continue places
the whole world in jeopardy.
That's why I ·can't see much
solace in North · Vietnam's
takeover. In the final analysis, it
will be the innocent civilian,
who only wants to live in peace
and freedom, who will suffer.
· As the Greeks said to their
meddlesome Gods, so must these
civilians say to all so-called
national wars of liberation, be it
South or North Vietnam's
governments: " Leave us alone."
Next Thursday, Tom Snyder,
author of Snyde Comments and
Editor of the Guardian, will give
h i·s personal views on the
situation in the Middle East and
Kissinger's failure there.
EAST
ST
LOUIS, Ill
(UPI)-Depu ty Sheriff Willie
Smith Jr thought 59mething was
familiar about the license plate
number on the car he saw as he
cruised through East St Louis
WS270.
It was the number he had
ordered from the state but had
never received.
Smith and his partner arrested
the driver of the car, Harn'
Johnson 33 of East St Louis,
'
'
·
of
on · charges
of- possession
stolen license plates. They al~
ra~ a check on the car and foun.
it had been stolen in M1·SSour1
March 13.
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-Oelman looks terrible
by Libby Keller
If any of you students have
been in the vicinity of 112
Oelman Hall lately, you will
notice that there is now an
arrangement of different shaded
purple curtains hanging on the
walls.
Some may ask why the
curtains are there and all I can

able to .keep my breakfast in my
stomach.
If you don't believe that the
conditions of the room could be
as bad as I have described them,
maybe it would be worth your
time to truck over to Oelman
and take a gander at the side
walls. I think you will be about

as repulsed as I was. Consider
yourself lucky if you don't have
a class in the general area of if
because it can be seen from afar.
Okay, Physical Plant, you've
had your April Fool's joke.
Now, please, do someth'ing
about those curtains.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• l tcllyou~yomgue~~ugood
To the editor:
After reading Tracey Jayne
Thompson's article "Basketball
Haters Deserve Peace" in the
March 3 Vuardian, I was furious.
Her article was a journalistic
sham. It was so opinionated it
would h ave been more
appropriate in the letters to the
editor colum n. I also resented
her blatant attack on the game
of basketball and the Wright
State Raiders.
I feel that journalism should
be informative, not a · biased
personal op inion. Her article
would have b~en much better if
she had investigated and
reported on why attendance at
the Raiders' games has been so
low. Instead , she gave a personal
account of why she hates
basketball. In giving this account
she used such phrases as "I don't
give a shit," "clear to hell and
back," and "with their butts
stuck up in the air." These were
not only unnecessary but also
not representative of good
writing.
She used the phrases in her
altack of the Raiders and Wright
State's athletic department. She
said in her article that too tnuch
money is spent on basketball
and athletics. However, I feel she
does not realize it takes many
kinds of ' people and many

different programs to constitiute
a university, and the athletic
department is just one of them.
If we did not have such a
program, we would lose some
valuable students to other
schools. As the program
develops and grows, so will the
attendance at the games.
Although Miss Thompson has
ne.ver attended a game, .and
probably does not know any of
the players, she commented on
their mentality. She wrote, "I
think they are probably smarter
than Funky Winkerbean, who is
too stupid to get out of bed by
himself." Even though she did
not say they were stupid, her
insinuation was grossly unfair.
Miss Thompson was not only
unfair to the Raiders, but also to
the entire student body. Because
Wright State is a commuter
college, we need more articles
written that will · bring the
student body closer together. We
do not need articles that
demoralize and degrad'e Wright
State's programs. I'm sure the
Wright State Raiders do- a better
job playing basketball than Miss
Thompson does pushing a pen.
Karen Lewis
(Editor's note: the column by
Thompson was opinion, and
carried on the editorial pages as
such.)

as min~.
It all started about the first
day of classes of winter quarter.
Dr
Gregor's geology 102
students about peed their pants
when they walked in on January
6 to find that the walls were
now covered with purple vertical
stripes. What's more, the stripes
were not straight or evenly
painted, with an occasional blob
in the white strips.
The purpose of the atrocious
stripes was either to keep the
students awake during the
boring lectures given in 112
Oelman or some dark secret that
would be revealed at a later date.
· It seems that the latter was the
case when ten weeks later
students of Dr Gregor's geology
103 class discovered the white
patches covered by strips of
curtains. The total appearance
isn't that bad, but the person(s)
that chose the colors must have
either been drunk or deranged.
Imagine, if you can, lavender,
royal purple, and sick-looking
brownish
maroon colored
cur tains
alt~rnately
hung
vertically along two walls of a
room
with an altogether
different purple color in
between the curtains.
My
reaction, a& that of many others,
was a hearty "Gross out!"
Frankly, it reminds me of
something I once saw at a
funeral parlor. One of my
colleagues, however, said it
reminded her of something that
would be used in an ~ct of
sexual torture.
-provided for him-her by the
It would &eem that the reason
board."
of the curtains is to improve the
When asked how he felt about
acoustics in the auditorium.
giving up the house, Murphy
While that it does, I would
said, "My family and I have lived
rather not be able to hear my
in a lot of places ... so I guess
instructor as well and still be
we won't suffer."
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Preside n~_gives up

his official residence
New York, (CPS)-At least
lhere are a few people left in the
world who are dedicated to their

jobs.
When Dr Joseph S Murphy,
President of the City Uni~ersity
of New York's (CUNY) Quee~s
College was ordered to pare
$160,000 from the school's
budget, he refused Instead, he
offered to sell his official
residence as college president to
lllake up the deficit.
"As soon as I receive your
approval, .I will make the
~propriate arrangements for my
. rnily and myself," Murphy said
Ill a letter to CUNY system
chancellor
Robert Kibbee.
Murphy said that to comply
With the budget cut order would
force the colle~e to "dismiss
faculty and to com ply with the
budget cut order ·would force
lbe college to to reduce and
dilute
our
educational
offerings.''
Cbancello:r; Kibbee has not
forrnany responded to Murphy's
'1ggestion, but a spokesman
out that under the
Ylaws of the Board of Higher
~cation for the city each of
U• P~esi~~nts of' the City
~~!?Sity s 10 senior colleges
~
live in a residence

rited

\\l-JEWSPA~R QlA'RC:,E.5 o~ l~EGAL. CJ.A.

ACTIVmES·ARE DISIOJ<T'E.D AND E.XAGGeAATED!''
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Pitch In.
and universities
tl~roughout the country are
being invited to participate in
the second annual National
·College Pitch In Week, this
week.
Grand prizes consisting of
$1,000 educational
scholarships will be awarded
in each of five regions for the
most creative and effective
pitch in efforts.
To be eligible for this year's
a w a·r d s , c o 11 e g e s o r
~rganizations
must submit
evidence of their
participation. Documentation
of their efforts may be in the
form · of written summary,
along with ph<;>tos, newspaper
clippings, audio tapes, motion
picture film, official letters of
appreciation from officials
etc. Reports on individuai
pitch in projects must be
reported no later than May
16.
To enter this year's
competition, colleges or
organizations should send a
letter indicating their desire
to participate to: 1975 Pitch
In! . 1330 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, New
York 10019.
Colleges

Wheelchair Games
The Ohio Wheelchair games
will be peld at Ohio State
University in Columbus on
April 11th and 12th. Ten
individuals will be
representing Wright State at
these games. The students
are: Russel Smith, Roland
Sykes, Randy Whitacre, Tom
Patton, Barbara Palombi
Gwen Orthwein, Alonz~
Price, Dale Williams Ken
. Kubit and Mike Molesk~.
This regional meet · will
determine those who will
compete in the . national
games to be held at the
University of Illinois.
NOW
The Fairborn chapter of th~,
National Organization for \
Women is holding a planning
meeting for members only
today at the home of Sonia
Martin, 305 East Whittier
Fairborn.
,
'
All members with agenda
items (other than standard
reports) should try to let the
chapter coordinator, Kathy
Clark, know ahead of time.
Hamlet at Antioch
William Shakespeare's
Hamlet will be performed
Saturday , April 12 at 8 pm in
Kelly Hall (in the Main
Buildi n g o f A nt ioch .
I nformation and reservations
for the play, by the New
Shakespeare Company of San
Francisco , may be obtained
by calling 864-1461, toll free
from Dayton or Springfield.
Bolinga Lecture
Chuck Stone, columnist,
Philadelphia Daily N ews, and
former director of minority
affairs, Education· Testing
Service, Princeton, New
Jersey, will speak on The
Role of the Black Journalist
Working for the White Press
and Educational . Testing
today at 1 pm in 101
Fawcett.

Admission Regulations
Previpusly, in order to be
admitted to Wright State as a
degree candidate, the Ohio
student must have graduated
from high school or have
passed a high school
equivalency test (GED).
Under the new ruling, if two
yeats have elapsed since
shcbol attendance, it is
possible to be admitted as a
non-degree undergraduate
without being a high school
graduate or without passing
the GED.
All applications from other
than high school graduates
must be approved by the
Admissions office and the
applicant must have
counselink by the freshperson
advisor. After successfully
completing 12 credit hours of
study, the applicant may then
be admitted to the degree
program.
For further information
regarding this new procedure,
contact Evelyn Price or Carol
Hagen at the Western Ohio.
Branch campus of WSU.

Alternative Lunch
Alternative Lunch will
resume Tuesday, 11: 30
am-1:30 pm at the Campus
Ministry Center. The lunch
will consist of homemade
vegetable soup, homemade
bread and tea or coffee.
Donation to cover cost is 60
cents.

News
Shorts
Lost and Found
Ladies diamond ring fotUlti
.in Library parking lot.
· Will be returned upon
presenting
positive
identification.
Inquire at Security Office
Monday thru Friday 8:30 am
to 5:00 pm in Room 241
Allyn Hall.

Volunteers
Cerebral palsied child needs
volunteers for Doman-De1ac ato
exercise program,
especially for Saturday
mornings and as substitutes,
for approximately one hour a
week in the Huber Heights
area. . Please call Kay
Smithson, 233-8458.

, Women 's Athletics
Wome n may c urrently
compete in five sports at
Wright State. Softball and
tennis were the first women's
sports offered, making their
appearance in the spring of
197 2. They were followed-in
the fall and winter by
volleyball and basketball, and
in the fall of 197 4 by
swimming.
It is the policy of the WSU
athletic department that any
woman wishing to compete in
a sport not offered for
women may try out for the
men's team- namely in golf
or cross country.

Genwakai Karate Club
The Genwakai Karate club
will be accepting new
members the first two weeks
of Spring quarter. Any
interested perso ns should
come to the Dance room in ·
the PE building between 4
and 6 Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday.
, Any
stude nt, faculty
member, or administrator is
welcome. Fees incurred will
include $4.50 per quarter for
dues, and $6 annually for
registrat ion.
Education Assistantships
Applications are now being
accepted
for Graduate ,
Assistants in the College of
Education for the 1975-76
Academic Year.
Applications are available in
Room 320 Millett Hall. The
deadline for filing is April 30.
Student teaching
t eac hing
S tu dent
applications for Fall quarter
will be available in Room
320M through April 11,
1975.

the old place has a new face ... and now we n~ed a new name

University Food Services is sponsoring a contest, open to
anyone with a suggestion, to rename the newly decorated
Wright Station.

Contest: Part One!
*write your suggestion on paper or Jentry blank provided below
*drop in box located at any food :Service unit on campus
*suggestions will be accepted Thurs, April 3 thru Thur April 10
*the top five names will be chosen by the Food Committee and
.
awarded $5.00 each

Contest: Part Two!
*these top five names will appear in th'e Mon, April 14 Guardian
you, t~~ u~iversity community will then vote on your favori t e
by wntmg '! on paper or ticket provided and dropping it in box
located at any food service unit

*voting will take place Mon,
Aprll 14 thru Fri April 18
*winner wil l be announced
Mon, April 2 1

my suggestion for the new name is

Impounding cars gets
to be a joint effort
by Susan Opt
For all of you who care.· to
puff on a joint out i~ your car;
be\Vare. If caught, ~ot. o~y may
you be impou nded m 1a1l but so
!118Y your car.
According to Norma Dresser,
Clerk of Vandalia Municipal
eourt, under state law "the
prosecutor can have it (the car)
impounded."
If the person is found or
pleads guilty to drug charges, the
car is forfeited to the
Montgomer y
Cou nty
commis.5ioners and it's then
sold."
Robert Skinner, Assistant
county
Prosecutor in
Montgomery County, said the
state law reads:
"Any vehicle, boat, or aircraft
which has been or is being used
by a person when violating
sections ...(refers to provisions
concerning
narcotics and
balluciongens) shall be seized
aml forfeited to the municipal or
county commissioners in which
the violation occurs."
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Skinner said it definitely
applied to narcotics· and
hallucinogens but that he was
•'not sure about barbiturates or
amphetamines."
He added he really didn't see
where it mattered whether the
person was guilty or not. It's the
car in question, not them.
Skinner said even if the car did
not belong to the person who
had the drugs in it, it would still
be impounded "regardless of
ownership." The provision reads
"Any vehicle" so ownership is of
no concern here.
Dresser said though that there
was a process in which the true
owner could try to regain his car
but that it was very long and
complicated.
She added that a person found
guilty would have "no chance of
getting his car back."
According to Dresser,
Galbreath impounds 50 tq 60
cars a year, and though any Ohio
judge may impou.nd vehicles,
Galbreath of Vandalia is the
only judge in Montgomery

If you've ever called the campus during the day, you've probably talked to either Dave Davidson or
Sue Farren, who operate out of the switchboard room in the tunnel below Allyn hall [Charles Williams
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Vets receive extension

~

by Fred Stevens
Veterans expecting to use the
nine month extension for
post-graduate and graduate work.
are in for a surprise.
" I t ' s strictly for
undergraduates," said Henry
Millat, veteran representative on
campus. "If the veteran has any
bachelor's degree it's a bar to the
extra nine months."
Also, according to Millat, the
original entitlement had to run
out while the veteran was
pursuing their ·bachelor's degree
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VERY CLOSE TO AREA
Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy
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Immediate Arrangements
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Low ra tes
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and that there could not be any
changes in program other than
natural progression, as from an·
associates degree to a bachelor's.
The nine must also be used
within 10 years after discharge
or May 31 for veterans out after
January 1, 1955 and before June
1, 1966.
The idea behind the extension
was to allow engineering and
architecture students to finish
their degree as it takes them
longer, according to Millat.
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Looking somewhat like John Brown reincarnate, artist S teven Antonakos discusses his work with a
WSU student. [Bob Zeid photo]

Ant:on akos takes chanc es with art
by Marty Roelandt
myself. Art can also be a way of
with art and with life.
Stephen Antonakos is a big
"You must take chances! If a life."
man in the art world. He is also a
He feels he cannot say where
city does . not offer any more
big man in person and I do not
answers, and the desire is there the future of art is headed, for in
mean physically. It has been this to leave, then move.
answering he contends he would
writer's experience that many
"You must solve the problems be reflecting his own prejudices.
artists have an unapproachable
of your own survival. Art is not But to Antonakos, who does not
air about them, which makes an eight to five world. Selling is identify with any particular
intervi~ing more of a problem
not important; it will happen, movement, the innovator is
than a pleasure.
you will make it happen. But crucial to art.
Not so with Antonakos, who
"To repeat the same problems
you must be sincere about your
will be at Wright State for art and your life," he continued.
is no longer improtant." Perhaps
several days in connection with
For Antonakos, there is this is why he never does the
his exhibit which opened Friday, nothing else but art. And. to him, same show twice. Eor example,
April 4 until May 4.
his Wright State piece, entitled
that art is "work, ideas,
Soft-spoken, yet strong, thoughts, and objects that have Room for Wright 'Sta te, was
Antonakos spent an hour of his to do with communicating with
designed specifically for this
busy schedule discussing his life
University.
and his art, which are basically
one in the same.
Antonakos, who came to New
York from Greece at the age of
four and still resides in that city,
calls himself a late starter. He
had no knowledge of museum (!)r
gallery systems till his early 20s
and his formal art education
consisted of two weeks at a New
York art school.
April 8....-Golden Earring, Columbus Veterans Auditorium,
"I wasn't used to the rigid
$5 advance, $6 at door
formal sturcture and I couldn't
April 11-Kiss, Palace Theatre, $5.50
take it."
April 11-12-0regon, Renaissance Club, Cincinnati.
But he loved. to draw and
April 11-Nashville Show, Cincinnati Gardens, $6, $5, $4
knew that was what he wanted
April 13-Barry Manilow, Columbus Veterans
to do. Drawing led to painting
Auditorium, $6, $5, $4
which led to fabric and found
April 14-Jackson Brown, Northern Kentucky State
object experimentatio n, in
University Highland Heights, Kentucky, $5.50
which the investigation of light
.April 15-Jackson Brown & Phoebe Snow ,-Palace
became one of his major
Theatre, $5.59
concerns.
April 17-Kraftwerke, Emory Auditorium, Cincinnati
In 1960, Antonakos and the
April 20-Santana University of Cincinnati fieldhouse,
neon tube discovered each other.
$5.50
To him, no other material
April 24-Nectar, Palace Theatre, $5.50 ·
excites or functions as neon
April 25-Robin Trower, Palace Theatre, $5.50
does. His earlier pieces were
April 26-Barry Manilow, ]:>alace Theatre
complex sculptures but as his·
April 27-Earth, Wind and Fire-Columbus Veterans
artistic problems began to
Auditorium, $6,50 , $5,50
change his work became simpler.
April 28- Robin Trow er, University of Cincinnati
Most recently, he has been
fieldhouse
dealing with architectural forms,
COMPARISON PROVES OUR QUALITY
corners, and incomplete forms,
with structure always taking
precedence. Antonakos is now
involved in bu ilding neon
envirorunents in order to deal
O wned &- Managed
with these latest concerns.
Baltze r - Catalano - Stanchak
"One must be happy with
OPe'.N - 7 DAYS
what -he or
she is
doing-mentally , physically, iind
4313 AIRWAY ROAD
artistically llappy ,n he said.
1888 COL . GLENN HWY.
(NEAR SMITHVILLE RD.)
FAIRBORN.
DAYTON, OHIO 4!5431
OHIO
Antonakos stresses the
878-3921
253-8154
mportar.
of taking chances

Oscars Pool

The Acad emy A wards show is tomorrow night at 10 Pm.
To fu rther your enjoyment of the show, which admittedly
won't be too high co nsidering past award shows, we are
holding a Name th e Winners contest.
Seven categories, including b est film , best actor, best
actress, best director, best song, best supporting actor, best
supporting actress, will be cho_sen from .
A free deluxe pizza and pitcher of Pabst or soft drink,
whichever the winner prefers, will go to the w inner.
To help you in your selections, Editor Tom Snyder,
Reporter Richard Vorpe, Managing Editor Frank Salsburg,
and Associate Ed itor Gary Floyd will pick their choices.
If there are any ties, the winner will be decided by who
comes closest t o picking the correct time which the award
show w ill end.
Remember: pick who w ill win the Oscars, not who you
think should w in.
Results will b e posted in Thursday's Guardian .
Best film
Chinatown
(V)
Godfather: Part Two
(FS)
The Towering Inferno
The Conversation
(F)
Lenny
(TS)
Best actress
Best actress
Ellen Burstyn for Alice Doesn 't Live Here A nymore
(F)
Faye Du naway for Chinatown
(V)
Valerie Perrine for Lenny
Gena Rowlands for A Woman Under the Influence (TS)(FS)
Diahann Carroll for Claudine
Best actor
Jack Nicholson for Chinatown
(V)(TS)
Al Pacino for Godfather: Part Two
Art Carney for Harry and Ton to
(F)( FS)
Dustin Hoffman for Lenny
Albert Finney for Murder on the Orient Express
Best director
Bob Fosse for Lenny
John Cassavetes for A Woman Under the Influence
Francois Truffaut for Day for Nigh t
Fra ncis Ford Coppola for Godfather: Part T wo (TS)(F)( FS)
Roman Polanski for China town
(V)
Best supporting actress
I ngrid Bergman for Murder on the Orient Exp ress(V)(TS)( FS)
Valent ine Cortese for Day for Night
Mad eleine Kahn for Blazing Saddles
(F)
Diane Ladd for A lice Doesn't L ive Here Anymore
Telia Shire for Godfather: Part Two
Best supporting ac tor
Fred Astaire for The Towering Inferno
(V)(TS)
Robert de Niro for -Godfather: Part Two
(F)
Jeff Bridges for Thunderbolt and Ligh tfoot
Michael Gazzo for Godfather: Part Two
Lee Strasberg for Godfather: Part Two
(FS)
Best song
Theme from The Little Prince
Theme from Blazing Saddles
"Benji's Theme" from Benii
"We May NeverLoveLike This" from Inferno(TS)(F)( FS)
"Wherever Love Takes Me" from Gold
(V)
Tiebreaker
Time: _ __ _ _ __ _ _

SCHEREB A'S
MID-EAST ERN REVUE
APRIL 19, 1975 7:30-9:30
DANCE FOLLOWING
REVUE ACCOMPANIED BY VINCE SAWMA & CO

Bring Your Own Bottle
DANCE 9:30 PM-1:30 AM
MC GIL WHITNEY

$3.00 per person
WAMPLER'S BALLARENA

1001 Shiloh Springs Rd

Dayton

ext 276 Jackie

fraternity and sorority parties welcome
-
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Russell makes 'Tommy' a visual trip
by Richard A Vorpe
. and opera with a Nietzschian
Starting spring off with a wave
concept of God as man, and
of cinematic symbolism, with
each man as a God.
two films that hit Dayton over
Almost secondary on the films
spring break were both ·visually
surface is Peter Townshend's
strbng statements about our
original
score.
Russell's
society. Ken Russell and Richard ·
cinematic interpetation of the
Lester, (Both directors from
·original Who album, gives the
England) speak with a cinematic
film
a subjective, violent
uniqueness that make their films
presence that is new in the
thoroughly
entertaining.
concept of film. The film's visual
Russell's Tommy is a Rock
aspects and the musical score so
Opera transformed into bizarre
completely coexist, that the two
visual trip through ·its directors'
mesh as a whole and form a new
imagination. It captures the
type of cinematic individuality'
operas important points and
totally Ken Russell.
elaborates on its conclusion in
Daltrey, as Tommy, is the
such a way· that makes it a very
film's biggest find. Only he is
perso~al directorial statement.
asked to create a character of
The songs are mostly Lester's Four Musketeers,
any depth other than surface
intelligent ballads, ranging from t: (Sequal to last years :~ree
glitter. His Tommy is the
tongue-in-cheek funky
to .. ~usketeers) cha~ges the ongmal
balance of the films whole point
slice-of-live mellow. They are films more .farcical aspects,. to
of view, if one doesn't like
written and sung by Maggie, that of a satire of both our time
Daltrey's performance, you
with sis on guitar; the tunes are and the times of the musketeers.
loose ·a sense of the ,films
good, the arrangements are crisp,
Though Tommy claims the
meaning. Without reality coming
the production partly by Paul credits of an all star cast, the
from that one source, the film
Simon professional, and Maggie's core of the film's plot centers on
itself would be lost.
voice startingly versatile.
the adventures of Tommy,
Devices of static illustratio·n in
If
success
depended played by Roger Daltrey, and his
Russelrs plastic world, that
exclusively on talent which of psychotic mother, played by
surrounds Tommy, are the
course it doesn't, the Sisters Ann-Maragret. Ken Russell, (Of
performances of Ann.Margaret
Roche would have to be Women In Love and The Devils)
and
Oliver Reed. Though
favorites for the pot of gold.
manipulates both
Peter
throughout the film Margaret
Ace-Five-a-Side ANCL-2001 Townsheand's · original opera,
seems to be taking herself
Ace is five young veterans of and the films' performers, for his
seriously, it is obvious less than
the rough-and-tumble English own use. Th~ enormity of
five minutes into the film that
rock circuit who have come up Tommy's cast is a device, it
Russell is not taking her
with a comfortable, · mellow appears, used by Russell to
performance as seriously as she
blend of rock 'n' roll and express
some personal
is. Russell seemed to use
Motown formula soul. This convictions.
Ann-Margaret's Margaret's own distortion of
album is already on its way, performance as Tommy's womanhood as an image of
aboard the hit single "How mother, Elton John's plastic
Tcimmy's mother's sense of
Long, " and there are three or image ·of the Pinball Wizard,
motherhood.
four other tracks that could do Oliver Reed's stepfather, and
Oliver
Reed's stepfather,
just as. well.
Tina Turner's Acid Queen all
epitomizes the phony surfaces
Ace won't set the musical bite with a sharp sense of crea.t ed by Russell's actors with
world on its ear, but they are caricature. Russell sees society
a grandoisen characterlessness.
t igh t ,
p r o f e s s i o n a 1 , imprisoned.
Also ·important performances
unpretentious-and seem to have
Only Daltrey's Tommy gives in Tommy, are Elton John's
a handle on the elusive the film's audience a sense of
stilted Pinball Wizard and Tina
technique of making records reality that somehow with the Turner's hardassed Acid Queen.
that sell.
final curtain, transc~nds the film John w~s onlv a caricature of

Rock. music potpourri
by Bruce Meyer
United Press International
New albums of interest:
Emmylou Harris-Pieces of the
Sky Reprise MS-2213
lt's hard to imagine Emmylou
Barris not ~aking it big. She has
aerytbing going for her: Elvis
Presley's band, Anne Murray's
producer, years of experience, a
lll&Jlificent, expressive voice
klcated somewhere between
Judy Collins and Lynn
Anderson,
plus striking,
mterstated beauty.
She's the latest in a recent
siring of semicountry ladies
H~en Reddy, Anne Murray,
Olivia Newton-John-and, with
her Alabama
credentials,
pombly the best of the lot.
"Pieces of the Sky" rs a fine
start: tasteful, fashionably
oountry and commercial in the
most agreeably professional
sense.
' John Lennon-Rock 'n' Roll
Apple SK-3419
How could anyone not like
this record'? John Lennon,
always the Beatles' No 1 rocker,
qing a batch of his favorite
'*lies, produced with the help
~ early-60s Wunderkind Phil
Spector.
This is neither an original idea
.,ran artistic triumph, but it is
•lot of fun, which is what rock
1
'n' roll is supposed to be all
I

.,ut.

There are some real gems: a
of Fats
Domino's "Ain't That a Shame,"
l nicely Spectorized version of
Chuck Berry's "Sweet Little
Sixteen," and one of the few
"'1table remakes of the Buddy
i»Uy classic, "Peggy Sue."
,
Even a couple of tracks that
kave been
overworked
of
~"Don't You Want To
Dance,, ' '
and
''Bony
Voronie "-fail to . detract
~?eciably. "Rock 'n' Roll" is a
houghtfully . casual glance
ard, from the only Beatie
could pull it off.
aggie
&
Terre
tGehe-S e ductive Reasoning
CoiUJnbia KC-33232
l_don't have the slightest idea
'llU Maggie and Terre Roche
'9, or where they came from,
'1 this is a delight of a record.

himself in higher elevated shoes
than usual, while Tu~ner's Acid
Queen was possibly the best
musical and visual interpretation
of a song in the entire film. Her
glitter was so much duller than
the others in the film, thus more
than just the surface that made
the others in the film at all
memorable.

7\.T
1,

exus
.w inners
•

Winners of the latest Nexus
creative writing and art contest
have been chosen. The contest
was launched in January to
gather material for the spring
isrue of Nexus, the literary and
art magazine at WSU.
In the short story category
Gregory A Weber won first
place. Kristina Batey won
second place, and Charles Hively
third place.
Denise Haas won first place in
poetry. Second place went to
Paula Randall, and third place to
Richard A Vorpe. Kathleen
Charnell and Jack Farley
received honorable mention.
Al Winslow received first place
in the art-photography category.
No second or third place awards
were given. A special
honorarium was awarded to Mel
Cabeen for the collection of his
prints which will be published in
the Spring issue.
In addition to work by the
contest winners, fiction and
poetry by other WSU students
will be published in the Spring
issue. Unused manuscripts which
were submitted ·to the contest
can be picked up in the Nexus
office (006 University Center)
after the Spring issue is
published. It is expected to
, appear early in May.
.

INTERESTE·D IN FRATERNITY.LIFE?
CHECK US OUT .

-i>er arrangement

SPRING

CDKT

RUSH

THE PHI KAPPA TAU FRATERNITY
UNIVERSITY CENTER LOBBY

.
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Guardian Classifieds

Raider sluggers win

'69 NOVA 6 cyl, ps, lo1'!
mileage 236-1118.

one earned run, while striking
by Jeff Valentine
Th_e Raider baseball team met · out nine batters and walking
UD on WSU's home grounds three. This was the second game
Wednesday, and emerged with a Grote has pitched and he has
. sweep of a doubleheader. Both looked very good in both
games we~~ won by the Raiders outings.
The two victories gives the
in the botto~ of the last inning,
Raiders a 3-1 record. The
4-3 and 3-2.
In the first game Bob Grote doubleheader sweep gave Wright
came up with a bases loaded State it's 4th win over UD in 6
single to win the game in extra games in the past two years.
After taking on Sinclair in a
. innings. Mark South was the
winning pitcher who went all the non-record game and Kent State
way, giving up 7 hits, 3 walks in a double header over the
and 2.- st~ikeouts, although his weekend (results not availaole at
perfopna1,1ce was not effective. press time) WSU takes on
Grote, ~atting hero of the first Northern Kentucky State at
game, was the pitching hero of home today at 3 .pm.
the second game, giving up only

FOR SALE: HUMIDIFIER.
New, Still in box. Need
school money. I can install.
864-1490 after 7 pm. 4-7-2
FOR SALE:
A_IR
CONDITIONING GAUGES.
Like new, $20. 864-1490
after 7 pm. 4-7-2
1970 VW CAMPER. Good
Condition. 252-6014. 4-7-2
AF DUAL 8 Movie
rojector, Camera and Lights.
ever been used. Call
77-4479. 4-7-2

Are we really married?
HARTFORD ,
Conn
(UPI)-The Connecticut House
had a laugh Wednesday before
validating an unknown number
of marriages and other acts
performed illegally by a Putnam
justice of the peace."
Rondeau Allman, a Putnam,
Conn, deputy sheriff, resigned as
justice of the ·peace Feb 6 when
told it was illegal to hold the
two offices.
The bill legalized. the work he
performed during his four-year
tenure as justice of the peace.
As the electronic toteboard lit

BACKPACKERS: NOW
OPEN _! Backpacks, sleeping
bags, tents, down jackets and
vest s . Environmental
Sports-Camping Outseters,
10 S Main, Miamisburg.
866-4465. 4-3-2

up with the vote on the bill, it
appeared the majority of the
lawmakers had voted against the
bill, but after a round of
laughter the lawmakers switched
their votes to approve it.
The lone exception was . Rep
Robert M Walsh, D-Hartford,
who said he had good reason to
vote against the bill.
''I've been married and
divorced twice. I didn't hear any
of those persons involved in this
giving their approval t~ validate
their marriages," he said with a
smirk.

1970 ' 350' Honda, 12,000
iles. Good condition.
64-7812 evenings, ext 326
ays. Ask for Cheryl. 4-3-2
WHEELCHAIRS , one
motorized, one regular. Both
in good condition. , 233-6231.
4-3-2
SSORTED STEREO
assette tapes, 25 cents to 50
ents. Elton John, Sonny &
h e r , BJ Thomas ,
a ch man- T u rner, 5th
imensio n. Two record ing
apes, 90 and 120 minutes,·
0 cents each. Tracey, ext
38 or 648. 4-3-2
EEDED TO sell Brand name
stereo components to
students at lowest prices. Hi
commission, NO investment
required. Serious inquiries

You·ve
beenthere.
now you can
help them.

0

They 've got a long way to
go. In a wo rld that isn't easy.
But with so meone's help,
t hey' ll make it. What they need
is a friend. Someone to act as
confid ant and gu ide. Pe rh aps, 1
it ~ould be you as a Salesi an \
Priest or Brother.
1
The Salesians of St. John
Bosco were founded in 1859 to
serve yo_uth . Un_li_ ke _other orders whose apostolate has changed
with varying conditions, the Salesians always have been ...:_and ·
will be, youth oriented. Today we're helping to prepare young
sters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy
task but one which we welcome .
And how do we go about it? By following the precepts of
our founder, Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason , religion
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray . We ' re
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men.
As a Salesian, you are guaranteed the chance to help
the young in a wide range of endeavor ... as guidance counsel
ors, technical and academic teachers·, as coaches,
psychologists .. . in boys clubs, summer camps ... as mission
aries. And you are giv~n the kind of training you need to
achieve your aims.
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our short
comings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be
an important mission in _your life, we welcome your interest.

I

For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to:

I
II

Room B. 291

Salesians ~~.~1•.J~~~:c~~~.?
I am interested i n the Priesthood

O

I
I

HY. 10802

Brotherhood

O

I
I
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1973 VW A-1 condition.
Blue, new tires. $2350.
426-7438. 4-3-3
197 4 SEARS -JETWIND
sailboat-13 ft with oar and
four cushions-car top
rack-used only few
times-sell for $460.
878-3232 4-3-2

r----------.._
Father Joseph Maffei, S.D.B.

N

OMPONENTS, INC, _ 20
Passaic Ave, Fairfield, New
ersey 07006 J ER R Y
DI AMO N D 201-227 -681 4
4-3-
FOR SALE, 2 Math 102
workbooks, volume 1 and 2
$4 value, $3.00 each. 1
ortora & Becker Biology
text- $12 value $5. Call
399-57 42 Ask for Danny
4-3-2

l

i.- -

.

FOR SALE: 1972 TRIUMPH
BONNE VILLE-Stock
Excellent shape w /2 helments
and luggage rack. $1200.00
o:v best offer. 293-9632 , ask
for Rick Cruise. 4-7-2
DOBERMAN-MALE 6 mos
old, ears cropped, has all
shots, AKC, black and tan'!'.
friendly. $170 878-3232 aftet.
five pm. 4-3-2
'
2 DACHSHUNDS-miniaturEr
same litter, 1 yr old. Female,·
red-spayed; male, black and
tan, all shots, they love
people-would like to keep
together; $80 for pair-$45
each 878-3232 after five pm.
4-3-2

WANTED: ONE MALE to
share apartment. Rent $44 a
month and utilities. Bonnie
Villa. 426-3786 . 4-7-2
HOME, NEW, ranch style, in
Englewood. Two bedrooms
living room (+ fn), dini~
area, large kitchen with
built-ins, one and 1/2 baths,
large family room, carpeted,
garage, patio. $ 200. Eves,
weekends 836-769 3. 4-3-3
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
female, 19, wishes to share
two-bedroom apartment in
Fairborn. Pay $57 .50 per
. month plus 1/ 2 utilities. Call
876-6418. 4-7-2
GIRL WANTED to share a
furnished 2 'bdrm apt, 1431
Wilmington A ve, 1/ 2 of
$ 150-not includ ing utilities.
Call Mary Bergman after 4
294-0130. 4-3-2

FOR SALE: 1965 VW bus
with 1967 engine-good
condition. Call after 5, or
weekends. 854-2212 4-3-2
1968 BUICK Lesabre, 4 door,·
power steering, power brakes,
14 mile per gallon, $500 firm.
RIDERS FROM Springfield
845-1422.
to Wright State wanted, will
1972 HONDA CB
form or merge car pool. Class
500-fairing, sissybar, brown
hours 9:00 to 1:00 all week.
and blacks, helmets, excellent
Call Danny 399-5742 4-3-2
running condition- $1300
RIDE NEED from California
878-3232 after 5 pm. 4-3-2
Ave (East Dorthy Lane area)
CANOES . AND Kayaks by
in Kettering. Tuesdays and
Oldtown Canoe Co ,
Thursdays
8:15 am (to WSU),
Environmental. Sports Inc, 10
S Main, Miamisburg 866-4465 ,, Tuesdays and Thursdays 7
p m ·( to K et t er in g),
4-3-2
Wednesdays 1 pm (to WSU),
LUGG AGE CARRIER for
Will help with gas. Call Terry
VW $15. Polaroid land
at 293-25 22. 4-7 -2
Camera with case $15. 22
Derringer $25. Call 256-3192
or 274-6010. 4-7-2

Rides

M iscellaneous

QUAD SYSTEM-PioneerQX
4,000, Garrard 72b Changer.
Wood base maie cart, Sanyo
Rd 8010 2x4 channel 8. Ex
cellent condition, only $600.
Call 878-2901, ask for Tim
4-7-2

Rooms
ROOMMATE WANTED to
share apartment 10 min from
WSU. Call Tom at 879-5951
Mon thru Fri 5pm-10pm
4-3-2
STUDENT WANTS Room
and Board with a family in
WSU area. If interested,
please call 228-4171 room
358, ask for Mary McBovern.
4-7-2

R-SOUND-MUSIC systems
for weddings, parties, and
d a n c e s. Ca 11 Ru ss at.
433-2936. 4-7-2
$65
to $95 P E R
WEEK/parttime. Unlimited
earning potenti a l in
addressing envelopes at home.
Companies pay fop money
fo r that " personal'.' touch.
F or further information
regarding opportunit ies with
these companies, send $2 to
Phoenix Advertising, PO Box
11707, Atlanta, Ga 30305
4-~--

0VER 125 COMPANIES
now hiring college grads.
Send $2.00 and stamped
return envelope to JOB
MARKET, Box 381382,
Ltttle R~e~ M~m ~ F~
33138. 4-7-2
BIKE REPAIRS, fast &
reasonable. Call Bike America
298-4366. 4-3-8

WORK-STUDY POSITIONS
(Open onl~ to students receiving work-study program from our office)
Stu~ent Assistant
$1.90/hr
Typing experience
Ty~ist
$2.15/hr
Typing (40wpm or more)
Offi~e Help~r
$1.90
No typing necessary

Cle~ical Assistant
$1.90
Typing (40wpm or more)
Qffice Helper
$1.90
Typing
Cler~-typist
$2.15/hr
Typing ( 40wpm or more)
Typist
.
$1.90/hr
Ty ping ( 40wpm or more)
Fac~lty Aide
$1.90
Typing
Office Clerk
$1.70/hr
Some typing errands
Offi?e Helper
$1.70 /hr
Must be resp~nsible
Typist
.
$1.90 /hr
Typing ( 40wpm)
Research Assistant
$1.90
Some typ ing, research work
WORK-STUDY OR REGULAR POSITIONS
Staff reporters
$1.70/hr
Willingness to participate in training
sessions without pay, common sense
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Woodrow All-American ·swimmer

Barb Woodrow

by Jeff Va lentine ·
Barb Woodrow, freshperson
biology student has been named
to the All-America squad in
women's imming.
She is the first woman at WSU
to 'attain All-America honors,
just days after Bob Grote broke
the All-America in basketball.
Woodrow has also been named
MVP of the women's swimming
team.
An Englewood resident, and
graduate of Northmont High
School, Woodrow joined Wright
State's swim team after years
with the Dayton Dolphins. While
with tr.e Dolphins, she qualified
for the National AAU swim

meet three years.
0 n her way to All-America
status, she finished 11th in the
nation in the 200 yd individual
medley, and 17th in the 100 yd
backstroke, at the Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (AIAW) national
s wimming and diving
championships in March, at
Arizona State University.
Woodrow holds nine individual
team records as well as being on
all the relay teams. She holds the
state record for the 200 _yd
individual medley at 3:02.45.
Other school records held are
200
yd
individual
medley-2 :14.89 in the prelims,

2: 16.603 in the finals, 100 yd
butterfly-1:02.10, 200 yd
freestyle 2:01.030, 100 yd
backstroke-1:03.750. She set
these records at the meet at
Arizona State.
Coach Lee Dexter was very
excited Woodrow reached her
best time ever, .a "goal they
worked for an year." The
weather for the national event
was terrible stated Dexter. "The
prelims were held on a chilly 38
degree rainy afternoon with
none of the times really being
that good."
Dexter feels that Woodrow has
shown that college women out
of a strong background can

improve and become better and
better. Also Dexter feels there is
a possibility that Barb could
make it to the World Games at
the tryouts in August.
Asked if she would have a
chance at the Olympics Dextm
replied "it is too far away t• say
now. The reaching of
All-America status was a great
moral victory for Barb, the rlteet
was fast, and 640 participants
attended the meet." For the
future Dexter plans to have
Woodrow training all summer in
hopes of making her an even
stronger competitor next year.

ackson emphasizes running players
by Gordon B rown
Wright State University
letic depart ment seems to be
icated to expanC::.ing the
ity basketball program.
he c ornerstone to the
·c~ul growth of the 'aaiderr.
ndballers is the new head
ch, Marcus Jackson, who
ched at Dartmouth and Coe
eges. Jackson guided Coe to
e Mi d-west Regional
pionship in the NCAA
v1s10 n
II tournament in
72-197 3, with a 24-1 record.
e w as an All-city and ·
·county selection in 1958 at
y High School in South Bend,
iana, and earned three letters
Hu ron Colle ge (South
ta) in basketball.
kson received his Master of
• nee fro m Ind iana University
970.
is assistants w ill be Jerry
brook, who was Jackson's
· nt at Dartmouth and Coe,
Jim Brown, who is holdover
om the "previous
inistration" under John
uardian : To begin with
ld you state some of your
ings about your experiences
artmou th and Coe colleges?
kson: First of all, let me
I don't have any negative
ings about Dartmouth or
. It just happens that the
w is pointed in this way.. I
have feelings for Coe and
tmoutb. I believe that
ics are inlportant and I
e that the player should be
a student and an atheh . 2 .
must be a student and an
e in combination. Also,
thing I teach in co~ch ing,
h as c.onfidence, pride,
line, showing- up on t ime,
work etc you can t ake with
into life. _
Uardian : Why in the world
You come to Wright State?
You even heard of the
QI before you he~rd of the
bing vacancy?
hing vacancy?
kson: Somebody called m~
ten me that Wright Stat~
ed a new coach. He didn't
tell m~ who .· he wa'S. I had
of Wright State vaguely, I
it was in Ohio. At the
es convention, every coach
e country knew the position
open. I gave it a lo~ of
.ht, it wasn't an overnight
n-1 talked it -over with

my . wife (Cormne). The salary µsed it all. Our basic philoso!)hY
was the last thing that I took is to play straight-up man to
into consideration. T he salaries man d efence, but tl.. ere are going
at Dartmouth and at Wright to be t imes when we are go ing to
S:ate are about equal. The have to play other types (of
reasons I chose to come here was defences). What styles we pl&Y
that academics are stessed here, depends on who we are playing
and there ' is the opportunity to and what players we have. We
take the program from good to have to have the type of players
being one of the best. I'd say the who can run.
facilities right now are hetter
Guardian: Do you anticioate
here than at Dartrpouth. In the any problems in recruiting; being
Ivy (League) football is (the) new in the area?
Jackson: We do not foresee
number one (sport) and hockey
is number two, with Penn (ttie any problems in recruiting. I
University of Pennsylvania} being · know different people around
the exception. That's why the nation who can introduce
they've won the (Ivy league . me to some high school players.
basketball t itle) six years ir1 a However, I will not recruit any
player who did not make good
row.
grades in high school. I do n't
G u a rd ian : What style _o f
believe colleges are jock schools
basketball do you p lan to use
wh ~ r e
t he stude nts are
here ? (R unning game, patterned
basl>.et ball players only.
o ffe nce etc.-)
Jackson: If we ca n, we'll run
G uardian: What are yo ur
as much as possible. It's more
hopes for the upcoming y ear?
exciting basketball. I believe t hat
Jackson: We're not in a
basketball is a spectator sport 1 conference. Our goal is to make
the NCAA (Division II
and the people like to watch c.
funning game. On defence, we've_ tournament).

ANTIBODY
BFAUTIFUL
CONTESf·
Other prizes: T-Shirts O Dinner fo r Two D Conce rt T ickets
O Theate~ tickets D Frisbees D G ift Certifi cates
D
D
D
D

Enter anytim e. Drawings fo r all priz es on ce every month .
Donate pl as ma 6 times in 4 weeks to becom e eli gible .
Ea rn $10 per do nation win or lose .
Ccme in for c o mplete details.

~blood alliance
- 165 Helena Street
224-1973

COLLEGE SENIORS
MEN AND WOMEN
DO YOU .H AVE WHAT IT TAKES TO BECO,M E AN
OFFICER OF MARINES
GPA C+ OR ABOVE
EXCELLENT PHYSl{::AL CONDITION

EARN $1,700 FOR 12 WEEKS OF SUMMER TRAINING
AND FIND l·F YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES

WANT THE CHALLENGE

SEE THE MARINE OFFICER SELECTION OFFICER
AT UNIVERSITY CENTER/STUDENT UN)ON ON 9, 10, 11 , APRIL 1975 OR CALL COLLECT AREA CODE 513 684-2846/2845
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Doctnr's Bag .Sle ep, fad diet,S, mor nin g mou th .questioned
by Arnold Werner, MD
Address letters to Dr Arnold
Werner, Box 974, &st Lansing,

they can feel dragged out and
more tired when they · awaken.
Often people who sleep very
Ml48823
large amounts are chronical ly
depressed and function in a
[Q} Do you make up the slowed-do
wn, withdraw n state
questions in your newspape r
during the day.
column? It is hard to believe thal
students really have such weird
[Q] I would like your opinion
problems .
Is it true that the more sleep a
of a recently advertised weight
person gets, the more tired they · reducing aid consisting of cider
are the next morning? My vinegar, lecithin, kelp and
roommat e says its ridiculous,
vitamin B6. This combinat ion of
but it happens to me.
substances is taken in natural
[A] No, I do not make up the form or as a pill. The ingredients
questions I receive. Nor do I
are not supposed to take off
believe that the problems I am
weight alone, but are intended
presented with are weird. While
to increase weight loss when
some of the questions I receive
taken along with an average low
are "problem s" in that they
calorie
diet . Can
these
interfere with a
person's substances do what is claimed?
function, many of them are
[A] The continual quest for a
requests for informati on made fool-proo f method of losing
by people who are attemptin g to
weight has led to
more
become more familiar with the
specialized diets and things to
reasons why they think, feel or eat or wear than one can keep
act the way they do. What track of. All these systems have
appears weird to one person one thing in common, somebod y
might
appear
perfectl y has somethin g to sell along with
reasonabl e to someone else since them. What is also striking is
our concepts about these things that they are short-lived fads and
are so determin ed by individual not one of them has become a
factors.
permanen t feature in weight
Regardin g your question, there control.
is such a thing as sleeping 'too
Weight control is a difficult
much. There is much evidence matter in which the individua l
that suggests that if people sleep battles long ingrained dietary
beyond a reasonabl e amount habits, general low levels of

Wedn esday -Wrig ht Statio n
Water melon
30¢ a slice

activity maladapti ve behavior~
and at times an unfair genetic
disadvantage.
Diet, exercise,
determina tion and vanity remain
the basis of any weight loss

[ Q] I am 20 years old,
however I have a very noticeably
receded hair line. I really ;first
noticed it this ~ear. What causes
this loss of hair, can it be
stopped, and can the bare spots
be made to grow hair again?
What about surgical transplants?
Also, are those hair replacement
centers that you see advertised
reputable'?
. [A] All men experienc e some
receding of the hair line which is
a normal effect of male sex
hormones (androgen s) . However,
marked receding and the
developm ent of baldness in the
absence of scalp disease is due to
hereitary factors. If one's father
is bald and there is no paldness
on his mother's side of the
family, a man stands at least a
50 50 chance of becoming bald.
If the father had a double dose
of baldness genes, all of his sons
will become bald.
There are two populatio ns of
hair follicles in the scalps of men
who inherit the tendency to
become bald. One group is
sensitive to androgen s and with

sufficient exposure, they quit
producing hair. Other hair
follicles · are unaffecte d by
androgen s. The unaffecte d
follicles tend to distribute
around the periphery of the
scalp and the strip in the center.
This explains the usual pattern
of baldness. Nutritio~1al -. and
other factors seem to have some
effect on how quickly one
becomes bald since fewer young
men are bald now compared to
several decades ago.
The best treatmen t for
baldness is also the most
expensive and time consumin g.
This consists of taking small
grafts of scalp and hair from the
unaffecte d areas and moving
them to the affected areas. The
unaffect ed follicles remain
unaffecte d so that the transplan t
is permanen t. Such work should
only be done by qualified
physicia ns , usually
plastic
surgeons.
Hair
replacem ent
centers
either weave more hair into the
existing strands or with the use
of thin wire sutures, provide a
foundatio n on which more hair
can be woven. Such procedure s
must be repeated fairly often
and strike me as being much less
of
a
solution than the
transplan ts.

univ~rsity

[Q] I have noticed recently
that the condition called
"morning mouth" is present
only if I have spent the night
with a woman companion. If I
sleep alone, there is no problem.
I have talked to others about
this, and the experience seems
common. D?es kissing for
prolonged periods of time before
going to sleep cause "morning
mouth?" Oral genital sex is not a
factor here since it is not
present.
[A] By "morning mouth," I
assume you mean that thick
tongued, furry feeling most
people can identify. I have never
thought of it as being related to
kissing before. But, I suppose
that
this
imm i nently
researchable question could be
related to bacteria transfer
although there are a number of
other possibilities. Furry mouths
occur with
deh y dration,
sometime s related to alcohol
intake, mouth breat hing or
perhaps just talking into the wee
hours of the morning. Next time
you are in a position to
experime nt, try the following:
drink a couple glasses of water
and brush your teeth before you
go to sleep. I await your reply.

Thurs day-A llyn Hall

7:30 pm
9:00 pm

food
SQ rv ic Bs
Wedn esday -Rath skella r

Comp liment ary
Coffe e

Week of April 7th
presents
Wedn esday -Unive rsity Center Cafeteria

Free Peanuts
2 pm-5 pm

Bar-8 -0ue Chicken
Potato Salad
Baked Beans
·Roll & Butter

$1.95
5 pm-6 :30 pm

Jn Add ition
the follow ing items will be available in the Center Cafeteria
(short order line) ·Mond ay thru Friday 5 :00 pm-6 :15 pm
Sprin,g Cold Plate
$1.25

Reuben Sandw ich
French Fries Cole Slaw
$1.65

Rib Eye Steak
French Fries
$1.95

